Accelerated repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation does not influence grey matter volumes in regions related to alcohol relapse: An open-label exploratory study.
The application of repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) to prevent relapse in alcohol addiction is currently being evaluated. However, how rTMS may influence the related brain processes is far from clear. Here we wanted to investigate whether baseline grey matter volume (GMV) can predict relapse and whether 15 accelerated high-frequency (HF)- rTMS sessions may influence GMV in areas related to relapse. Voxel-based morphometric (VBM) measurements were used to compare baseline GMV of 22 detoxified, hospitalized, alcohol-dependent patients with 22 age and gender matched healthy control subjects. Only patients received 15 accelerated HF-rTMS sessions at the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) followed by VBM measurements. Relapse rates were assessed four weeks after the end of the stimulation protocol. At baseline, alcohol-dependent patients overall showed less GMV in diffuse brain areas compared to healthy controls. Relapsers compared to abstainers displayed larger GMV decreases, especially in brain midline structures, insular, hippocampal, and amygdalar areas. Accelerated HF-rTMS treatment had no significant effect on GMV in alcohol-dependent patients, regardless of the relapse state. Although an accelerated HF-rTMS treatment protocol did not influence GMV in alcohol-dependent patients, baseline GMV predicted future relapse.